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LESSON 2 - UNDERSTANDING IDENTITY
The accompanying materials will be supplied or are downloadable from the Chinese Welfare
Association website, in particular the Virtual Chinese Resource Centre. Here in the Conference
Room, the video screens on either side of the stage contain hotspots which lead to the
resources below.

Virtual Chinese Resource Centre
A tour of the Virtual Chinese Resource centre will allow pupils to
access information and undertake ‘detective’ work.
Investigation - What are the most important parts of identity?

Video Presentation and Quiz
Let pupils watch Helen Li’s Introduction Video and reflect on how
music is part of her identity?

Identity Detectives Research Journal
The main activity will be as an identity Detective challenge to
study more about identity, what it means and how its made.

!

ONLINE SAFETY
The materials are designed to be delivered in a
class room, or in a home schooling situation,
however pupils are encouraged to access the
internet and undertake research there, so
teachers or parents should ensure they are
aware of potential dangers and undertake
awareness raising prior to use, and monitor
usage.
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INTRODUCING IDENTITY & HERITAGE

U N D E R S TA N D I N G

IDENTITY
Age Suitability: KS1 and 2

Availability: Classroom based
Duration of lesson: 45 minutes – 1 Hour
Maximum Class Size: 35

Content:
This interactive session introduces pupils to the concept of identity. The aim of this
introductory session is to familiarise pupils Describe personal characteristics and abilities that
they have and how they acquired those abilities and characteristics; Identify general aspects
that influence the shaping of identity; and Understand how identity is shaped by our
environment.
The lesson will help them to Understand that identities are made up of different
characteristics some are internal and self-identified others external and identified by others.
They will explore differences and similarities between our identities, and be able to describe
their own individual identity, using identity chart. They will learn that identities are complex
and develop over time.

Lesson Background:
In order to understand the idea of diversity and interacting with other people, we must first
begin to learn about ourselves and how we interpret the world based on who we are and on
our ideas and beliefs. This lesson aims to help pupils understand who they are as individuals
and what has helped to form their ideas and beliefs. Pupils will complete their identity chart
and reflect on themselves. The class discussion will facilitate the process of analysing the
influences from our environment, looking at factors we believe are aspects of our identity and
factors which others label us with.
Understanding identity is not only valuable for pupils’ own social, moral, and intellectual
development, it also serves as a foundation for examining the choices made by individuals
and groups in the historical case study later in the unit. In this lesson, pupils will learn to create
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UNDERSTANDING IDENTITY
visual representations of their own identities, and then they will repeat the process for the
identities of several individuals they read about. In the process, they will analyse the variety of
ways we define ourselves and are defined by others.
The factors that influence our identities are too numerous to capture in a single class period. The
resources suggested in this lesson include some of these influences—such as race, sexual
orientation, and personal interests—but there are many others.

Learning Objectives
Pupils will identify social and cultural factors that help shape our identities by analysing firsthand
reflections and creating their own personal identity charts.
- Identify general aspects that influence the shaping of identity;
- Describe personal characteristics and abilities
that they have and how they acquired those abilities and characteristics;
- Understand how identity is formed/shaped from both immediate influences and global
influences;

- Realise that identity is not static and is always changing.

Lesson Outline:
Introduction (5-10mins): Identifying Ourselves and Others
The introduction should recap on the previous lesson and what was learnt with the completed
‘Who Am I exercise’ revisited. In the main exercise the Identity Chart pupils should be
encouraged to consider the full range of factors and what is unique and personal to the
individual and what is a cultural or external factor.
Discuss and highlight that our identities are made up of different characteristics that develop
and change over time.

Activity 1 (15-20mins): Identity Chart
Identity charts are a graphic tool that can help pupils consider the many factors that shape the
identities of both individuals and communities. In this lesson, pupils will use identity charts to
analyse the ways they define themselves and the labels that others use to describe them.
Sharing their own identity charts with peers can help pupils build relationships and break down
stereotypes. In this way, identity charts can be used as an effective classroom communitybuilding tool.
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UNDERSTANDING IDENTITY
They will think then use the chart in their learning journal to add statements or words about
themselves which they believe form their identity. They will draw on the activities from the first
lesson. Terms like “I am an only child” these can then be explored such as what do people
expect only children to be like? - Spoilt? Not team players? Etc and see if pupils believe these
are fair observations or stereotypes.
Other descriptors could be religion, ethnicity, interests, memberships, relationships,
nationalities, politics or beliefs. In each instance there will be an opportunity by individual
engagement or class reflection to consider how each adjective, or descriptor makes us feel
about the resultant identity.
Try to help pupils identify the origin of the label, descriptor or factors they see in themselves and
self associate with should be placed in the speech bubbles linking back to the figure, ones they
feel society or others place on them should be put in the bubbles pointing away from the figure.
TOP TIP: It will help pupils understand the activity and also get to know you if you begin and
crate your own Identity Chart.

Activity 2 (10-15mins): Who and what Decides My Identity?
Ask pupils to reflect on their own identity charts in their journals by selecting from the

-

following questions:
What parts of your identity do you choose for yourself? What parts of your identity do you
think are determined by others, by society, or by chance?
Whose opinions and beliefs have the greatest effect on how you think about your own
identity?
What dilemmas arise when others view you differently than you view yourself?
What aspects of your identity do you keep private in order to be accepted? What aspects
of your identity are you willing to change to fit in?

After this pupils should be encouraged to organise their thoughts in the Organising Identity
worksheet. Using the terms and words they added to the Identity Chart they should try to
organise the labels into categories, based on what they feel is their own view of themselves and
what they believe others view them as and then using the same labels decide which factors or
descriptors are most important and least important in making up your identity.

Follow Up (10-15mins): Reflection on Identity Chart?
- Ask pupils to reflect on their self frames. Start a discussion by asking them what influences help
to shape their identity, beliefs and values:
- Why do you value certain things?
- Where do your values/beliefs come from?
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UNDERSTANDING IDENTITY
- What are the most important influences in your life?
- Can you think of some influences that do not
necessarily come from the immediate surrounding? - Remind pupils that our identity is shaped
by our immediate environment (family, friends, school, etc.), important life events, groups we
associate with, national/local history and popular culture, as well as global developments. These
are all factors that contribute to what we believe and value.
Help pupils realise that our idea about ourselves is constantly changing, by asking:
- Do you think that your identity chart will look the same when you are finishing school? Will it
look the same when you become thirty? Why or why not?
Conclude by saying that our identity is not static but rather dynamic. It is in a constant state of
development and change.

Differentiation/Extension
Explore the idea of how media influences our self image. Show some pictures from magazines
or movie clips and ask pupils how the media shapes our image. Help them think about how the
media defines beauty, masculinity and femininity. Have pupils analyse advertisements in
magazines to determine the message and its influence.
Explore a popular story from local history and talk about how that contributes to identity. Show
historical images and analyse what they mean.

Links to Curriculum
These lesson plans have been designed to support teaching of the curriculum for Northern
Ireland. A brief summary of how curriculum objectives are met is included below.

The World Around Us
Pupils discuss the development of identity as a concept around the world

Language and Literacy
Pupils watch and then respond in writing to set questions

Personal Development and Mutual Understanding
Mental Wellbeing: maintaining a healthy self-concept
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ACTIVITIES - IDENTITY
Depending on the age and ability of the class, a more fun Fingerprint activity can be used to
introduce the subject, before getting pupils to think about what else makes them unique.

1. FINGERPRINT FUN

2 - 5. IDENTITY CHART

Exercise -Children love playing detective in
this experiment. And investigating the science
of fingerprints only requires a magnifying glass,
a pencil, and some tape! Throw in some cocoa
powder and a soft paint brush to let your kids
try their hand at print lifting and identification
for some additional fun learning.

The identity chart is a good way to help
children understand that their identity is made
up of building blocks. Some are self assigned
and others are assigned by society or the
media.
These three activities increase in complexity as
we delve deeper into what makes identity, and
at the most complex level pupils can start to
see the relationship between their views and
others and what they believe are the most
important aspects of identity.
The final activity is to lift this learning from an
individual level to look at national identity and
again this exercise can be taken through the
same steps as 2-4 with the complexity of a
national identity explored.
Here we can see what aspects of identity are
assigned perhaps wrongly or with a very
general approach which opens the door to
explore stereotypes and even racism.

Make an ‘ink pad’ by scribbling hard with a soft
lead pencil on some paper, then use this to
mark each finger. Place each finger onto a
piece of sellotape then add to the work journal
page. Have a look at these under a magnifying
glass and see the differences.
To lift prints use a clear piece of glass, the
pupils touch it and then using a soft brush
some cocoa powder is dusted onto the prints.
Any excess is blown away and a piece of clear
tape is used to lift the print. They can then
match these to the earlier sets and discover
whose they are.
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IDENTITY DETECTIVES

A learning Resource developed by the Chinese Welfare Association
Used in conjunction with CHIME - Chinese Heritage Interpretative Museum
Experience

CHIME
LEARNING

Chinese Heritage Interactive
Museum Experience

CULTURAL HERITAGE BASED
EDUCATION & TRAINING TO

EXCITE, ENGAGE, AND EMPOWER
THE FUTURE OF LEARNING

Using Heritage to Explore
Identity and Inclusion
www.cwa-ni.org/virtual/

Funding Provided by the Department of Communities
distributed and facilitated by the National Lottery Heritage Fund

Identity Detectives
Educational materials developed by
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